
Music Link ear hooks

What are music link ear hooks?

Music link Ear hooks can be used instead of headphones for people 
who wear behind the ear hearing aids.  Hearing aids need to have 
the "T“ or Telecoil setting activated by audiology for the hooks to 
work. The hooks are on the end of a 1m lead and have a 3.5mm 

stereo jack plug for use with any product with a stereo headphone 
socket. As it is a wired connection no batteries are needed.  The 
hooks are lightweight and can be used to listen to audio from: 

iPhone, iPad, iPod, Smartphones, PC, Laptop, MP3,  netbooks etc.  
Some devices may need an adaptor.  They do not have a

microphone so they can not be used to make phone calls. 
You will have to get T setting activated by audiology 

It can be worn behind or in front of a hearing aid
YouTube link showing how to connect: 

Listening to Music Through Hearing Aids (Telecoil) - YouTube
Please note, you may only have to click your hearing aid 

once to move to the next programme. 

50:50 
Up to £30*

for one sided 
hearing loss

Single hook 
up to £22*

for one sided 
hearing loss

Hook hook
Up to £35*
for bilateral 
hearing loss

Links to where they can be bought:
www.deafequipment.co.uk
Inductive Ear Hooks | Signet Unilateral & Bilateral Ear Hooks 
| iHear
Or search the internet for other providers
* Pricing correct March 2021

Types of ear hooks available

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAVE0h2Ct54
http://www.deafequipment.co.uk/
https://www.ihear.co.uk/collections/inductive-ear-hooks


Connecting the hearing aids to the music link ear hooks

1. Make sure the hearing aid is turned on and on programme 1. 
2. If you are not sure which programme it is in, turn the aid off and back on again. Its default setting is programme 1 
3. Press the  program button on the top of each hearing aid. This activates the T setting program. This should make the 

light flash briefly (if activated) or you will hear beeps. (1 beep-program 1, 2 beeps-program 2. (The audiologist will tell 
you which program number your T setting is on) When the T setting is activated you may not hear anything.

4. Put the hearing aids back in your ears (if you have taken them out).
5. Plug the lead into the audio device and pop the hooks behind the hearing aids. (see picture on page 1)
6. Press play on your device. You should now hear what is playing.
7. If you cannot hear anything, slightly move the hooks till you can.  Check the device has the sound turned on. 
8. Once you have finished listening to music, remove the headphones and turn the hearing aids off and back on again so 

they are reset to programme 1 – normal listening. 
CAUTION – If the hearing aids are not turned back to Programme 1, you will not be able to hear through the hearing aids. 


